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I always thought when the apocalypse finally began I would be
swinging my baseball bat at the zombies with the best of them. I was
prepped and ready to smash in some undead heads if the need ever
arose. The problem is—no one ever warned me that I would have to
dread the humans even more. The ones who still remember their names
and how to put a gun to your temple when they want something. Do not
fear the Withered Ones. Fear the ones still human. This is an omnibus
edition featuring the first three books in The Withered series:
Wither, Resurrect and Affliction. Wither After an epidemic swept
across the nation, the government foolishly rushed the creation of a
vaccine—but what was meant to bring salvation instead brought
damnation. Human mutations birthed a new species, but Avery Whitlock
soon learned that the top threat against her survival was not the
Withered Ones—but the ones still human. Resurrect After enduring a
kidnapping, brutal gang attacks and the death of the man she loved,
Avery Whitlock believed she could survive anything—until she
discovered that she was being hunted. The Withered had mutated and
she had reason to believe that evolution couldn’t be
stopped—especially when it was genetically engineered. Affliction No
longer fully human, but unwilling to accept her fate as a flesheating zombie, Avery Whitlock abandoned the only place she could call
home in order to save the man she loved from herself. Driven to
prevent anyone else from suffering her fate, she stalked the doctor's
responsible for the mutations—but with each life she took, her
cravings amplified and her grip on humanity slipped.
The oceans stopped working before Willo was born, so the world of ice
and snow is all he's ever known. He lives with his family deep in the
wilderness, far from the government's controlling grasp. Willo's
survival skills are put to the test when he arrives home one day to
find his family gone. It could be the government; it could be
scavengers--all Willo knows is he has to find refuge and his family.
It is a journey that will take him into the city he's always avoided,
with a girl who needs his help more than he knows. S.D. Crockett on
narrative voice and an especially cold winter: What was your
inspiration for After the Snow? Well, apart from the unbelievably
cold winter during which I was writing—in an unheated house, chopping
logs and digging my car out of the snow; I think much of the
inspiration for the settings in After the Snow came from my various
travels. In my twenties I worked as a timber buyer in the Caucasus
Mountains of southern Russia, and that work led to travels in Eastern
Europe and Armenia. As soon as I step off the plane in those places
it smells like home. It may sound strange to say, when After the Snow
is set in Wales, but really the practical dilemmas in the book come
directly from places I've been, people I've lived with, and the
hardships I've seen endured with grace and capability. I was in
Russia not long after the Soviet Union collapsed and I've seen
society in freefall. Without realizing it at the time I think those
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experiences led me to dive into After the Snow with real passion.
What would western civilization look like with a few tumbles under
its belt? What would happen if the things we took for granted
disappeared? I wanted to write a gripping story about that scenario,
but hardly felt that I was straying into fantasy in the detail. What
do you want readers to most remember about After the Snow? We all
have the capacity to survive, but in what manner? What do we turn to
in those times of trouble? Those are the questions I would like
people to contemplate after reading After the Snow. How did Willo's
unique voice come to you? Willo's voice appeared in those crucial
first few paragraphs. After that it just grew along with his world
and the terrible situations that arise. I think his voice is in all
of us. We don't understand, we try to make good—maybe we find
ourselves. How did you stay warm while writing this novel? I banked
up the fire—and was warmed by hopes of spring.
The rising is over, but the war continues to rage. King Aloysius
knows Illyria exists and will stop at nothing to possess her.
Jealousy drives a wedge between Illyria and Eamon. When Bastien
reveals himself as her guide into enemy territory, an ambush lands
them in captivity. Illyria is faced with the truth that she is not
ready to face her destiny...or let Bastien go again.
Hello, Garden Bugs
A Dark Mafia Romance
A Darkness Strange and Lovely
Dura-Europos
Something Strange and Deadly
Reckoning

This is the ultimate collection of crochet stitch inspiration!
440 stitches are presented in color, each with a sample swatch
of the fabric and charted instructions with notes and detailed
chart keys. Divided into ten chapters by the type of stitches,
such as shells, waves and chevrons, openwork, cables and
textures, and even borders and granny squares, this collection
boasts a vast variety of stitches, well organized and presented
in an easy-to-use fashion. You'll reference this indispensable
resource again and again!
In Peachville, even the cheerleaders have a dark side... Harper
Madison isn’t like other girls. She has extraordinary powers,
but her inability to control them has gotten her kicked from so
many foster homes she’s lost count. Shadowford Home is her last
chance, and she hopes Peachville High will be the fresh start
she needs. But when evidence ties her to the gruesome murder of
a Demons cheerleader, Harper discovers this small town has a big
secret.
本书是根据2014年4月财政部颁布的最新会计从业资格考试大纲要求而编写的一本同步辅导用书。本书从会计资格考试的特点出发，针对财经
法规与会计职业道德科目的内容特点，全面介绍了该科目的各项内容，尤其对本科目中的重点、难点进行了深入讲解，运用各种案例进行多角度分
析，帮助考生从容应对各种形式的考试。
1647, Windsor Connecticut Fear of witchcraft was not brought
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about by the God fearing people of my village but through the
whispers of a demon, clothed in seductive crimson, an expert of
womanly wiles. It was she that destroyed my town from within,
tore my family apart and sent me to an innocent's death. I am
not a witch but I will burn as one. Not for fear but for greed.
For lust. For the pursuit of something far beyond the reach of
any human. Most people think the witch trials began in Salem.
They are wrong. This is my tale.
Desolate
An Illustrated Reference to the Best Sites
A High-Contrast Book
The New Crochet Stitch Dictionary
Vengeance
Bloodrose
Sixteen-year-old Eleanor Fittʼs brother is missing. And when she discovers that the
Dead are rising in Philadelphia and wreaking havoc throughout the city, she knows that
her brother is involved. So Eleanor enlists the help of the Spirit-Hunters. This motley
crew, hired to protect the city from supernatural forces, is after the necromancer who
has been reanimating corpses. Their skills can save her brother. But as Eleanor spends
time with the Spirit-Hunters, and their handsome inventor, Daniel, the situation
becomes dire. Now not only is her reputation at risk, but her very life may hang in the
balance. In Something Strange and Deadly, the first book in a trilogy, Susan Dennard
weaves together vividly imagined scenes of action, adventure, and gorgeous Victorian
fashion to create an entertaining steampunk tapestry of humor, horror, and romance.
Readers who love Cassandra Clareʼs Infernal Devices series will be intrigued from the
start.
In this post-apocalyptic sci-fi horror series opener, zombies and humans alike threaten
the future for a tough young woman. After an epidemic swept across America like a
biblical plague, the government leapt into the fray with the release of a new
vaccine̶but what was meant to bring salvation to the survivors instead brought
damnation. Mutations began within days of the drugʼs release, and the Withered Ones
were born̶those neither alive nor dead. They walked the streets, unblinking and
unaware. And they were starting to evolve. Growing up on the streets taught Avery
Whitlock how to care for herself, but nothing could have prepared her for the outbreak
of deadly gangs, a corrupt government bent on using her blood for experiments and the
depths to which desperate people would go to survive. She soon discovered that it was
not the Withered Ones that she needed to fear, but those still human. The ones who
knew how to put a gun to her head when they wanted something from her. Avery was
forced to decide how far would she be willing to go to survive just one more day . . .
Humanity has been protected from enslavement for centuries.They have no knowledge
of it. That is about to change...As two seemingly-typical teenagers living in New
Orleans, Magdalene Tanner and Eran Talor want nothing more than to finish their
senior year of high school quietly with easy classes, infrequent homework, and stealing
time for forbidden affections. But this proves to be a challenge when a threat emerges.
Because they have a secret history of safeguarding humans from hidden adversaries,
Magdalene and Eran must shed their teenage personas and stop a covert war from
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reigniting - one that has now been exposed to the rest of the world. DEFENDERS is the
riveting sixth installment of the bestselling young adult fantasy romantic suspense
series, Guardian Saga. Written as a stand-alone, readers can enjoy this novel without
reading the previous books in the series.
Presents the full text of "Against Ctesiphon," by Aeschines (389-c. 314 BC), the Greek
orator, presented by the Perseus Project of the Department of Classics at Tufts
University in Medford, Massachusetts. Includes author information and help for texts
and text tools. Offers Greek text with morphological links. Links to the home page of the
Perseus Project.
After the Snow
Demons Forever
Obsidian Flames
Peachville High Demons #4
Perfect for You
The Night Realm
Acquiring a strong vocabulary doesn't have to be difficult. Vocabulary Power uses the
latest research on memory to make this process simple, effective, and enjoyable. A
three-book series, Vocabulary Power : teaches the most important words from the
General Service List (500 words) and Academic Word List (400 words) presents each
word in eight different contexts to help students learn and remember the word easily
encourages students to apply the words to their own lives, making vocabulary more
relevant and useful can be used in class or as a self-study text Each Vocabulary Power
book features: 300 new words -- 10 per chapter high-interest readings adapted from
articles on a variety of up-to-date topics exercises on word families, multiple meanings,
collocations, and expressions that expand students' knowledge of the words engaging
discussion questions and writing topics that elicit natural use of the words quizzes to
check students' progress and minimize teacher prep time Word Builder exercises and
charts in the Appendix to help students focus on the meaning and use of word parts
The Vocabulary Power series includes Vocabulary Power 1 (Low Intermediate),
Vocabulary Power 2 (Intermediate), and Vocabulary Power 3 (Advanced).
Don’t fall in love with a gangster. And don’t have his baby. Of course, I didn’t know
that Darren Lee was part of an international triad until it was too late. All I knew was that
my body couldn’t resist his touch. Even when what he does to me scares me, I burn for
him. And he knows it. He’s on a mission to push my limits, but how much can I take? A
baby changes everything. I can’t have mine growing up with a gangster for a father.
I’ve got to keep my son a secret and hope I can survive my submission… If you enjoy
mafia style romances with bad boy Doms and plenty of wicked heat, then get CLAIMED
HARDER to steam up your reading today!
Note to self: don’t fall in love with a gangster. I’m the good girl: a college student who
studies hard, wants to do good, and plays by the rules. I shouldn’t be falling for a guy
like Darren Lee, the bad boy owner of an exclusive nightclub that, unbeknownst to me,
caters to an international triad. We’re absolutely wrong for each other. Maybe that’s
why the heat between us is so sizzling hot… But Darren’s desires run dark and wicked.
Should I submit to his passions? Something tells me that if I throw caution to the wind, I
could be in for a world of hurt. If you enjoy mafia style romances with bad boy Doms
and plenty of wicked heat, then get CLAIMED to steam up your reading today…
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The Rising Trilogy Complete Boxed Set Defiance Rising Illyria has never known a life
without the Rebellion. Instinct. Survival. Nothing else matters...until she ventures out
into unknown territory and is faced with an enemy that proves even more fierce and
determined than she ever thought. Bastien is infuriating, dangerous and annoyingly
gorgeous. Eamon is familiar, comforting and turning into a man before her eyes. Both
want her heart...but she is torn between duty and desire. When her choice affects all of
mankind, how can she allow herself to be selfish? There is a power within her that can
change everyone's fate...but she underestimated the most potent force on Earth-love.
Illyria must discover if she has the strength to sacrifice her heart to save mankind. Also
includes: Relinquish, Book 2 Vengeance, Book 3
CLAIMED
Wither, Resurrect, Affliction
Dive Atlas of the World
Practicing Essential Words
???????????
Super human powers meets sexy aliens in this fantasy/sci-fi collision as a group of teens
must discover their true origins in order to save the fate of mankind.Illyria has never known a
life without the Rebellion. After an alien invasion decimated the planet years before, she and
her friends have spent their lives training to fight. Kill or die. Trust no one. Love is for fools.
That is the way of things. At least it was until Illyria stumbles across Bastien, a dark and
dangerous stranger who makes Illyria question everything she knows. He alone knows her
secret. A deadly power surges within her, threatening to destroy everything around her and
Bastien is the only one who can hold it at bay. Trapped between a hatred of her enemy and
her desperate need to understand who and what she is, Illyria must seek help from Kyan, an
alien whose tale of Illyria's origins comes with a terrible burden. Duty wars with her heart as
she steps onto the path set before her, but she risks underestimating the most potent force
on Earth-love. Will she have the strength to sacrifice her heart in order to save her people?
An Arotas novella. I pledge my heart, my life, my soul to you on this day and all the days to
come. My life, bonded to yours, if you will have me. ˜ Gabriel, Redemption With a single vow
and a swift blow, everything Roseline Enescue held dear is stripped away. The battle is over,
but the victory is far from sweet. Laying Gabriel to rest in the Enescue family mausoleum
beside her beloved friend and former lover, Fane is the hardest thing she has ever had to do.
With an eternity of loneliness stretching out before her, Roseline withdraws into herself,
shutting everyone out. Even Elias, Gabriel's guardian angel leaves her to mourn by herself,
but his sudden return brings about a series of thrilling and terrifying events, the likes of
which will forever change the course of her life. Follow Roseline and Gabriel as they are
reunited after death, enjoy Sadie and Nicolae's fiery romance, experience William's growing
feelings of uselessness and discover what happens when there is no one left to control the
forces of darkness. With a single vow everything changed. A prophecy yet to be fulfilled. A
new legacy to last the ages. EVERMORE, an Arotas novella. The final installment.
A guy with everything to lose. A girl with nothing to offer. They were from two different
worlds trying to defy both for a chance to be together. When a fateful accident during a
blizzard brings Elliot Carter and Claire Sullivan's lives crashing together, they quickly learn
that they will have to fight for more than survival, but the bonds formed in seclusion will
soon be tested. When Elliot's father arrives to rescue them, declaring her unfit for his son,
Claire will suffer the consequences of deciding to shoulder the burden of a secret that could
destroy both of them on her own. "They say your life flashes before your eyes the moment
right before you die, but that wasn't true for everyone. Mine didn't even warrant a tiny flicker
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of light, at least not until I opened my eyes to see Elliot Carter staring up at me. He was one
of those guys that everyone knew. Popular, nice on the eyes and untouchable by pretty
much anyone in town that his father didn't approve of. You had to be somebody for the
Carter's to notice you and I was about as invisible as they came."
Memories may be altered, but a heart never forgets its true love.Peace has come to Calisted
under Illyria's new reign as Queen. Volunteers return to Earth to help rebuild the damage
done under Aloysius' orders. With her new husband at her side, Illyria has many things to
celebrate and yet she worries that this time of peace is only fleeting. Dreams of war plague
her, alongside a man with piercing sapphire blue eyes. She can't shake the feeling that she
knows this stranger. And that he is a vital piece missing in her life.When an attack on the
palace leaves her imprisoned on a distant planet with this blue eyed stranger, Illyria must
discover a strength within herself to survive. She's no longer fighting only for herself
anymore. Her true enemy must be stopped. All Illyria cares about now is vengeance as
retribution for their crimes against the universe. But is Illyria willing to sacrifice everything
for the sake of her people one last time?
The Withered
Book 6 of The Shadow Demons Saga
Deviltry Afoot
The Rising Trilogy
Aeschines Against Ctesiphon: (on the Crown)
Book 1 of The Shadow Demons Saga
Harper has come a long way from her life as a foster child. She never imagined what her future would
hold when she was first brought to the small town of Peachville. Since that day she's faced great evil,
found some of the answers she's been looking for, and fallen deeply, madly in love. But her biggest
challenge and her greatest lessons are still ahead of her. Despite living in the safety of her father's
castle in the Shadow World, Harper knows there is a storm brewing just beyond the dome. Priestess
Winter will never rest until she recovers the Order's blue ring, and Jackson won't let her forget they now
hold the key to Aerden's future. When an unexpected visitor from Peachville arrives at the castle,
bleeding and near death, his story brings Harper to her knees. Someone she loves has been kidnapped
and it's time for her to make a choice. Stay in the safety of the domed city? Or go back to the place
where it all began? Read The Shadow Demons Saga: BEAUTIFUL DEMONS (Book 1 -FREE) INNER
DEMONS (Book 2 - FREE) BITTER DEMONS (Book 3 - FREE) SHADOW DEMONS (Book 4) RIVAL
DEMONS (Book 5) DEMONS FOREVER (Book 6) EMERALD DARKNESS (Book 7) FORGOTTEN
DARKNESS (Book 8) And don't miss the bonus novel, A Demon's Wrath. This book is approximately
113,000 words. *Formerly part of the Peachville High Demons Series.*
The only thing more dangerous than the denizens of the Underworld ... is stealing from them. ? As a
nymph living in exile among humans, Clio has picked up some unique skills. But pilfering magic from
the Underworld's deadliest spell weavers? Not so much. Unfortunately, that's exactly what she has to do
to earn a ticket home.
Mina Grime is unlucky, unpopular and uncoordinated, that is until she saves her crush's life on a field
trip, changing her High School status from loser to hero overnight. But with her new found fame brings
misfortune in the form of an old family curse come to light. For Mina is descended from the Brothers
Grimm and has inherited all of their unfinished fairy tale business. Which includes trying to outwit a
powerful Story from making her its next fairytale victim. To break the fairy tale curse on her family and
make these deadly occurrences stop, Mina must finish the tales until the very Grimm end.
In Peachville, there's a fine line between good and evil. That line is about to be crossed.
Emerald Darkness
Relinquish
Book 7 of The Shadow Demons Saga
The Ghost and the Birthday Boy
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440 Patterns for Textures, Shells, Bobbles, Lace, Cables, Chevrons, Edgings, Granny Squares, and
More
Redemption

Dura-Europos is one of Syria's most important archaeological sites. Situated on the
edge of the Euphrates river, it was the subject of extensive excavations in the 1920s and
30s by teams from Yale University and the Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres.
Controlled variously by Seleucid, Parthian, and Roman powers, the site was one of
impressive religious and linguistic diversity: it was home to at least nineteen sanctuaries,
amongst them a Synagogue and a Christian building, and many languages, including
Greek, Latin, Persian, Palmyrene, and Hebrew which were excavated on inscriptions,
parchments, and graffiti. Based on the author's work excavating at the site with the
Mission Franco-Syrienne d'Europos-Doura and extensive archival research, this book
provides an overview of the site and its history, and traces the story of its investigation
from archaeological discovery to contemporary destruction.
Captain Courage and friends are up to some crazy antics, as the beloved
superhero/principal seeks to tackle his own top secret fear. During his unique journey
involving a very unusual monster, Captain Courage demonstrates to everyone at Blythe
Elementary School that facing one's fear is the key to being courageous. Suggested age
range for readers: 6 -12
Roseline teeters on the brink of insanity.A string of gruesome murdersA tremulous
pact.Lives hang in the balance.Two deadly tasks.An epic battle.Redemption is
coming...Roseline Enescue has always been a warrior, the fiercest of her kind, but when
she is stripped of her strength and left teetering on the edge of insanity, she is forced to
rely on the one person she trusts the least.As Fane and Nicolae fight to save Sadie's life,
they find themselves pulled into a tremulous truce between hunter and immortal when a
string of gruesome murders break out. The lines have been drawn and the battle
preparations have begun, but only Gabriel can save them all...if he can survive the final
two tasks.The first battle may be over, but the war has only just begun. Redemption is
coming...
Lily and Ian’s families come to Frederickport to celebrate Connor’s first Birthday.
Bringing the in-laws together is not always easy, especially when uninvited guests from
the spirit realm show up.
Book 4: The Arotas Series
CLAIMED HARDER
Defiance Rising
Waiting on Us
Evermore
A Nightshade Novel
Gabriel is gone. Roseline is left with questions that refuse answers and only the memory of a man
she vows to hunt and kill, but to do so, she must call a truce with her sworn enemy. Together,
Roseline and Nicolae track Fane to the underbelly of London, in search of Gabriel's kidnappers,
but when Malachi- an Immortal with mystifying origin- presents himself as their guide, Roseline
discovers she is not the only one looking for Gabriel. Buried within the secret chambers of the
infamous Hellfire Club, Roseline discovers a grim truth: Gabriel isn't just a pawn being used by
the Arotas prophecy, and those who seek to control its power. He is Arotas. Everything Roseline
has ever known about her brethren is about to change. Emotions flare, friendships sever and the
newly formed bonds between enemies are tested as she delves into realms hardly conceived.
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They are trapped in the midst of a battle that has been waging since the beginning of time.
Calla Tor, the alpha member of her shapeshifting wolf pack, must decide if her illicit love for the
human Shay is worth the ultimate sacrifice.
Embrace and revel in the stories of the toughest cyclists of all time, told by The Velominati,
originators of The Rules. Read and get ready to ride . . . In cycling, suffering brings glory: a rider's
value can be judged by their results, but also by their panache and heroism. Prepared to be awed
and inspired by Chris Froome riding on at the Tour de France with a broken wrist or Geraint
Thomas finishing it with a broken pelvis. In The Hardmen the writers behind cycling superblog
Velominati.com and The Rules will tell the stories and illuminate the myths of not just the greatest
cyclists ever, but the toughest. From Eddy Merckx to Beryl Burton, and from Marianne Vos to
Edwig Van Hooydonk, the book will lay bare the secrets of their extraordinary and inspirational
endurance in the face of pain, danger and disaster. After all, suffering is one of the joys of being a
cyclist. Embrace climbs, relish the descents, and get ready to harden up. . .
Seeking justice for her daughters murder Tina must seek answers in the supernatural realm.
Terror is spreading over Pendale. Love is pitted against a dreadful force.
Captain Courage and the World's Most Shocking Secret
Beautiful Demons
Shadow Demons
The Evolution of Ibadan
Vocabulary Power 1
A Man for Amy

Killing a priestess in the most evil organization of witches in the world has its
consequences. Harper Brighton is standing on the precipice of a great and
terrible war. The Sapphire demon gates have fallen, but the four remaining
priestesses of the Order of Shadows and their ruler--the mysterious High
Priestess--continue to enslave demons from the Shadow World to steal their
power. Harper and her friends in the Demon Liberation Movement target the
Emerald gates--led by a dangerous and far more cunning enemy than any they
have ever faced. No one is safe. Destruction comes in the blink of an eye, and the
entire human world finds itself frozen, locked in perpetual darkness. Now, Harper
must battle her darkest fears in order to save those she loves most. Will she lead
them to victory or will everything they've fought for be lost forever? Read The
Shadow Demons Saga: BEAUTIFUL DEMONS (Book 1 -FREE) INNER DEMONS
(Book 2 - FREE) BITTER DEMONS (Book 3 - FREE) SHADOW DEMONS (Book 4)
RIVAL DEMONS (Book 5) DEMONS FOREVER (Book 6) EMERALD DARKNESS
(Book 7) FORGOTTEN DARKNESS (Book 8)
Ladybugs, snails, and butterflies! Oh my! This charming introduction to ten
garden bugs, paired with friendly text and bold, basic patterns, provides a great
high-contrast experience for young developing eyes. Newborns cannot fully
recognize colors, so the sharp contrast between black and white patterns and
illustrations allows babies to follow along and make connections to the real
world, an important building block for communication skills. Using simple
greetings like “Hello, bumblebee" and “Good to see you, dragonfly” alongside
black-and-white art by Julissa Mora, Hello, Garden Bugs is the perfect board
book for babies just beginning to look around and learn about their world.
Featured in Omnivoracious. Also available: Hello, Baby Animals and Hello, Ocean
Friends. Coming soon: Hello, My World.
With Freya just hired to redesign the top adult website company in the country,
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her muse couldn't have chosen a worse time to disappear. Determined to get her
sexy back, Freya puts an ad online, hoping to find the right man to inspire her.
Unfortunately, all roads point back to her upstairs neighbor Greg Cavanaugh.
He's everything she doesn't want: a playboy and scumbag lawyer. Except if he's
so wrong for her, why does his touch feel like magic?
This global guide to the world's top dive sites is a useful reference source for
divers who wish to experience the best diving the planet has to offer. In addition
to comprehensive mapping, it features underwater photography showing famous
wrecks, a wide range of marine habitats and more.
The Hardmen: Legends and Lessons from the Cycling Gods
Wither
UnEnchanted
Defenders
New York Times bestselling author Susan Dennard delivers a mix of
supernatural forces and intense romance in this spellbinding sequel
to Something Strange and Deadly—now with a gorgeous new cover!
Perfect for fans of Cassandra Clare's Infernal Devices series. With
her brother dead and her mother insane, Eleanor Fitt is alone. Even
the Spirit-Hunters—Joseph, Jie, and the handsome Daniel—have fled to
Paris. So when Eleanor hears the vicious barking of hounds and sees
haunting yellow eyes, she fears that the Dead, and the necromancer
Marcus, are after her. To escape, Eleanor boards a steamer bound for
France. There she meets Oliver, a young man who claims to have known
her brother. But Oliver harbors a dangerous secret involving
necromancy and black magic that entices Eleanor beyond words. If she
can resist him, she'll be fine. But when she arrives in Paris, she
finds that the Dead have taken over, and there's a whole new evil
lurking. And she is forced to make a deadly decision that will go
against everything the Spirit-Hunters stand for. In Paris, there's a
price for this darkness strange and lovely, and it may have Eleanor
paying with her life.
A wedding massacre. An innocence stolen. Mortality stripped away. In
a single night, everyone Roseline Dragomir has ever loved is
slaughtered before her eyes. Alone in the world and bound by a solemn
marriage vow to a vicious murderer, she must find a strength buried
deep within her to keep going or risk completely losing herself. When
a mysterious stranger crosses her path, Roseline will discover that
not all immortals are evil. Some even bear emotional scars that run
just as deep as her own. Will she uncover a will not just to
survive...but to fight back? *Desolate is the prequel to my Age of
the Fallen series. Due to the nature of this story, Desolate contains
some dark scenes that may be triggering for some people. Please
preview this book prior to buying it for YA readers.
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